
 

 

The USD is poised for a tactical rally as real yield differentials move in favour of a stronger USD, liquidity conditions tighten, US data 
remains robust and expansionary fiscal policy means US equities should outperform the RoW.  Key triggers for a potent USD rally 
are if US 2s10s break the flattening trend and CNY depreciates. A steeper curve at this stage seems unlikely as a stronger USD does 
not align with China’s goal of deleveraging and attracting capital inflows as it would lead to higher volatility, outflows and tighter 
global financial conditions. USD strength will likely be met by Chinese buying US bonds and selling USD, therefore limiting the USD 
rally and help put a ceiling on long-end US yields.  

 

As confidence in global synchronized growth looks to have peaked the USD funded liability flows that are a major driver of the secu-
lar USD bear trend will be put on hold further strengthening the case for a USD rally. For the secular bear market to continue 
these flows will need to recommence which requires a pick-up in global data. 

 

Equity markets are running out of positive feedback loops to support the next leg higher. Expect to see consolidation at these 
levels with a upward bias and for US to outperform. US credit markets are trading at key levels which if broken will have cross-asset 
ramifications.  

 

20% of US income tax receipts come from capital gains meaning the Fed will need to cater for equity returns. A closed output gap 
leaves the Fed little room to stay behind the curve continuing with their tightening bias as long as equities don’t sell off. Supported 
or higher US equities give the Fed the all clear to continue tightening leading to higher short-end rates. 

 

This context provides excellent trading opportunities to short currencies with high levels of wholesale funding which will be un-
der pressure when US rates rise even if risk is supported and are highly exposed to risk if it deteriorates further. 
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Tighter liquidity and higher real yields strengthen USD 
 
Wider cross-currency basis and the multi-year decline in velocity of liquidity lays the foundation for USD to squeeze higher. DXY has 
broken a key trend line in price and in our model which attempts to identify turning points. Divergence formed at the low but for a 
sustained rally US 2s10s needs to steepen. 
 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

US and Chinese policy has diverged  
 
China is taking a countercyclical approach responding to cyclical headwinds by injecting liquidity into money markets and cutting 
RRR by 100bps. The fact that USDCNY is stable while yield differentials have moved sharply in favour of a higher USDCNY signals 
that policy-makers see a stable and stronger CNY as part of their plan to achieve their L/T goals.  

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Gold stuck between USD and CNY 

 

Gold is being held within a tight range even when the combination of higher US real yields and tighter liquidity conditions should 
have pushed it lower and it has ample geopolitical headlines to drive it higher. For gold to head lower CNY needs to depreciate and 
for the key resistance level to break  the USD needs to recommence its secular bear market. This indicates a neutral bias for the 
time being and look to trade the range while holding a L/T bullish bias. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Acceleration of the inflation narrative could fuel yields to break key levels 

 

US 10y and 30y yields are approaching significant resistance levels and have maintained their technical structure. A daily close below 

2.87% (10y) and 3.03% (30y) provide tactical opportunities to buy long-end bonds. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Inflation tracks crude oil higher 

 

10y US TIPS Breakevens have followed crude oil higher. Crude oil when priced in DXY and CNY have held key technical levels which 

signals further upside in oil and 10y US TIPS breakevens. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

SPX vs US 10y yield has formed a head and shoulders pattern and is testing the trend line which has held from the GFC low. A break 

of these technical levels is negative for risk assets. 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Risks assets are testing critical levels as liquidity looks to have peaked. A break of these levels further adds to our cautious view on 

risk.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

AUDJPY maintains a bearish technical structure  

As cracks start to form in US credit markets and the Australian financial system, short AUDJPY has a lot of room to the downside. The 

US High Yield Corp Bond Spread has an inverse relationship with AUDJPY and has remained in a range for the last year. As US credit 

markets test key levels there is room for the spread to widen and AUDJPY to depreciate. The risk to this trade is a tactical risk rally 

which would provide a better level to enter short.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

AUDUSD looks to be breaking out of a corrective pattern 
 
Australia has high levels of wholesale funding. AUD has gradually become more sensitive to higher US yields as they tighten Austral-
ian financial conditions. Global risk assets being supported most likely leads to higher US rates meaning a positive risk environment 
is no longer as supportive for AUD as it was. Higher commodity prices adds to inflationary pressures also increasing the likelihood of 
further hikes by the Fed again dampening the tailwind commodity prices provide. AUD is highly sensitive to risk, meaning if the risk 
environment deteriorates AUD will come under pressure. Positive feedback loops that once supported AUD are transitioning into 
potential headwinds. 
 
Relative equity market returns gives insight into longer term capital flows which are signalling that AUDUSD looks vulnerable. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

10y yield differentials are now negative and the real yield differential is making lower highs  

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Levels of private debt in Australia are bloated and broad money supply growth is actually decreasing. Even a steeper AU 2s10s did-

n’t support Financials relative performance as high foreign-funded countries will come under sustained pressure this year leaving 

us with a high conviction bearish view of AUD and NZD. 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Long term technical structure has been broken as growth and inflation data surprised to the downside  

GBP is structurally weak and is in a similar position as the ‘Fragile 5’  who could not afford to see their currency weaken. The BoE have 

undertaken a defensive hike cycle responding to devaluation driven cost-push inflation and a weak supply side.  Lower growth re-

quires fewer hikes which will result in a flatter curve.  The poor external funding position requires higher UK yields or a weaker GBP, 

which we expect the latter. GBP is extremely exposed to further normalisation of global rates and deteriorating risk sentiment. Cur-

rent levels provide an excellent opportunity to enter short GBPUSD and GBPJPY. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

GBPJPY has broken short-term technical support (Blue) providing an opportunity to enter short  looking for a test and potential 

break of long-term technical support (Green) 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

EURUSD has broken its bullish technical structure which it has held since April 2017  

 

We hold a bearish bias as key technical levels have been broken and risks are escalating in the Eurozone. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Fund flows from Japan have increasingly been unhedged and the ‘hunt for yield’ investment environment has left Japanese investors 

sensitive to volatility in US bond markets. If rate volatility rises this would trigger a significant JPY rally. Although USDJPY has one of 

the highest potential USD long returns, being long USD against AUD, EUR, NZD, CHF, CAD and GBP has a higher probability of success 

as they perform well in a broader range of scenarios. 



 

 

Higher US real yields, tighter liquidity conditions and a stronger USD could trigger another leg lower in EEM. Until there is a daily close 

above or below key technical levels EEM should remain in consolidation. Long USD is a superior way to express a bearish view of EEM 

at this stage. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

DISCLAIMER 
 

STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LIMITED (ABN 62 612 374 688) IS REGULATED UNDER ASIC. PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL 

TRADING ACTIVITY IS SUBJECT TO BOTH PROFIT & LOSS AND MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR YOU. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARAN-

TEE OR RELIABLE INDICATION OF FUTURE RESULTS. ALL ADVICE AND EDUCATION CONTENT IS OF THE NATURE OF GENERAL INFOR-

MATION ONLY AND MUST NOT IN ANY WAY BE CONSTRUED OR RELIED UPON AS LEGAL, FINANCIAL OR PERSONAL ADVICE. NO CON-

SIDERATION HAS BEEN GIVEN OR WILL BE GIVEN TO THE INDIVIDUAL INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, FINANCIAL SITUATION OR NEEDS OF 

ANY PARTICULAR PERSON. THE DECISION TO INVEST OR TRADE AND THE METHOD SELECTED IS A PERSONAL DECISION AND INVOLVES 

AN INHERENT LEVEL OF RISK, AND YOU MUST UNDERTAKE YOUR OWN INVESTIGATIONS AND OBTAIN YOUR OWN ADVICE REGARD-

ING THE SUITABILITY OF THIS PRODUCT FOR YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES. STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD OR RELATED 

ENTITIES WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY LIABILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE HOWEVER CAUSED BE IT ACCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, DIRECT OR 

INDIRECT, AS A RESULT OF THE MISUSE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN. PLEASE ENSURE YOU OBTAIN, READ AND 

PROPERLY CONSIDER THE CURRENT PRODUCT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT PRIOR TO ACQUIRING THE PRODUCTS REFERRED TO HEREIN, 

SO THAT YOU ARE FULLY INFORMED REGARDING THE KEY RISKS AND COSTS. STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD, ITS DI-

RECTORS, EMPLOYEES AND ASSOCIATES MAY, FROM TIME TO TIME, DEAL IN ANY FINANCIAL PRODUCTS MENTIONED IN THIS DOCU-

MENT (OR DERIVATIVES OF THEM), AND MAY EARN BROKERAGE, FEES OR OTHER BENEFITS FOR THOSE DEALINGS.   


